
Web Extraction - People First
While Using Cutting Edge Technology

When it comes to using technology for criminal background checks, we’re taking a line straight from Napoleon Dynamite: “Yes, I love 
technology. But not as much as you, you see.”

That’s because the combination of people and technology is what works best.

Let’s break this thing down:

When you’re hoping for a quick turnaround time on a big stack of criminal record checks, web extraction technology delivers. You can 
expect results in just minutes. Which is awesome, right?

We agree. That’s why we’ve launched our very own web extraction software program, TC Smart+. But ours is very different from the rest.

TThat’s because we believe web extraction technology falls short in one crucial way. You can’t always count on the data to be 100% accurate. 
In fact, you might run into any number of problems with automated data extraction technology-generated reports, including:

• A report identifying the wrong person
• A report citing the wrong charge
• Coded information with a simple data-entry error causing a major complication
• Charges received longer ago than the legally-allowed seven years
• Retracted or deferred violations that appear to be sustained
• • Missing warrants for a person’s arrest

When you choose to use a web extraction service to complete a criminal record check, you can officially mark that item off of your day’s 
to-do list. A good feeling, without question. But that good feeling doesn’t mean the information you received is always going to be correct.

You need humans who can verify the information provided. Incorrect information in this industry hurts people who are looking for jobs 
and the companies who are trying to hire them.

SSo what’s an integrous business to do? You might staff your own team with people who can verify each record provided--a time-consuming 
and costly venture. Or you could pay an additional fee to an outside service to be sure that it gets a once over by a human.

Here at TrueCordis, we aim to solve the problem for you, once and for all by giving you the best of both worlds the rst time through. With 
TC Smart+, we have a two-pronged approach.

FFirst, we use web-extraction software for requests that show no criminal records. For the remaining 10% of searches that come back with 
a case, we assign an experienced human researcher to complete and verify the orders. For all that, you’ll pay a at fee at a competitive rate. 
And you can expect every record you see has already had a pair of trained eyes on it.

TThat’s right. Whenever a le shows a possible record of any kind, our system automatically reassigns that order to a real, live expert. And our 
staff of experts have been around an average of 15 years. And when the need arises we have hundreds of people in the eld ready and able 
to verify court records throughout the US. They all know this world well.

TThey are what we had in mind when we created our own web extraction program. After all, TC Smart+ can’t just offer exceptional 
technology--though it does--we also must remain committed to putting people rst. And the best way we know to do that is to take 
advantage of the wonderful people we have working for us already! In this way, you get the best of both worlds: lightning-fast results 
whenever possible and the personal touch of an experienced human researcher and team of verication experts when more research is 
required.


